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QUESTION 1

An analyst needs to identify the applications a user was running and the files that were open before the user\\'s
computer was shut off by holding down the power button. Which of the following would MOST likely contain that
information? 

A. NGFW 

B. Pagefile 

C. NetFlow 

D. RAM 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A junior security analyst is conducting an analysis after passwords were changed on multiple accounts without users\\'
interaction. The SIEM have multiple login entries with the following text: 

suspicious event - user: scheduledtasks successfully authenticate on AD on abnormal time suspicious event - user:
scheduledtasks failed to execute c:\weekly_checkups\amazing-3rdparty-domain-assessment.py suspicious event - user:
scheduledtasks failed to execute c:\weekly_checkups\secureyourAD-3rdparty-compliance.sh suspicious event - user:
scheduledtasks successfully executed c:\weekly_checkups\amazing-3rdparty-domain-assessment.py 

Which of Ihe following is the MOST likely attack conducted on the environment? 

A. Malicious script 

B. Privilege escalation 

C. Doman hijacking 

D. DNS poisoning 

Correct Answer: A 

Definitely A: Malicious Scripts. Cos look at these: 1. weekly_checkups\secureyourAD-3rdparty-compliance.sh 2.
scheduledtasks, and 3. amazing-3rdparty-domain-assessment. All those are definitely malicious names that results in
password changes. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are the MOST likely vectors for the unauthorized inclusion of vulnerable code in a software
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company\\'s final software releases? (Select TWO.) 

A. Unsecure protocols 

B. Use of penetration-testing utilities 

C. Weak passwords 

D. Included third-party libraries 

E. Vendors/supply chain 

F. Outdated anti-malware software 

Correct Answer: DE 

A. Unsecure protocols 

--> Could be correct. This is a vector that could be used shortly before the final release to somehow include malicious
code. 

B. Use of penetration-testing utilities 

--> Makes no sense 

C. Weak passwords 

--> Is an attack vector and "unauthorized" could match that. Might be correct. 

D. Included third-party libraries 

--> unintentional would fit. But if there was something wrong with a 3rd party libary, that should have been discovered
before the final release. 

E. Vendors/supply chain 

--> Depends on what these vendors do. If they are developing code that is used in the final release it could contain
vulnerabilities that are included unintentionally. But that would be kind of similar to the 3rd party libraries. 

F. Outdated anti-malware software 

--> With outdated anti-malware, and attacker could gain acces to a developers machine and include vulnerable code.
The developer could then commit it unintentionally. 

 

QUESTION 4

An engineer needs to deploy a security measure to identify and prevent data tampering within the enterprise. Which of
the following will accomplish this goal? 

A. Antivirus 

B. IPS. 

C. FTP 
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D. FIM 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A financial organization has adopted a new secure, encrypted document-sharing application to help with its customer
loan process. Some important PII needs to be shared across this new platform, but it is getting blocked by the DLP
systems. Which of the following actions will BEST allow the PII to be shared with the secure application without
compromising the organization\\'s security posture? 

A. Configure the DLP policies to allow all PII 

B. Configure the firewall to allow all ports that are used by this application 

C. Configure the antivirus software to allow the application 

D. Configure the DLP policies to whitelist this application with the specific PII 

E. Configure the application to encrypt the PII 

Correct Answer: D 
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